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Abstract: Machine vision is the key to realizing computer-vision tasks such as human–computer
interaction and autonomous driving. However, human perception of an image’s beauty is innate. If a
machine can increase aesthetic awareness, it will greatly improve the comfort of human perception in
human–computer interaction. The bokeh effect is one of the most important ways to improve the
artistic beauty of photographic images and the image aesthetic quality. Bokeh rendering of an image
can highlight the main object of the image and blur unnecessary or unattractive background details.
The existing methods usually have unrealistic rendering effects with obvious artifacts around the
foreground boundary. Therefore, we propose a natural bokeh-rendering method based on depth
estimation that satisfies the following characteristics: objects in the focal plane are clear and out-of-
focus objects are blurred; and the further away from the focal plane, the more blurred the objects
are. Our method consists of three modules: depth estimation, background subdivision, and bokeh
rendering. The background-subdivision module can select different focal planes to obtain different
blur radii, making the bokeh-rendering effect more diverse, so that it does not oversegment objects.
The bokeh-rendering module adjusts the degree of bokeh by adjusting the blur-radius factor. In the
experimental section, we analyze the model results and present the visualization results.

Keywords: depth estimation; bokeh effect; Transformer; refocused image; machine vision

1. Introduction

In this era where everyone is a photographer, we can shoot the scenery, food, and
people we like at any time. Aesthetics is an innate ability of human beings. Now we are not
only satisfied with photos that can record moments, but also hope to shoot more beautiful
scenery. However, the ability of machines to image aesthetics needs to be learned. If a
machine can have the human perception of beauty, then in computer-vision tasks such
as human–computer interaction [1], automatic driving [2], and detection [3], humans can
have a better feeling. For humans, image processing such as image enhancement, image
recoloring, image denoising, and bokeh-effect rendering are important methods to improve
the aesthetic quality of images [4]. This article focuses on bokeh-effect rendering.

Bokeh-effect rendering was originally used for portraits, blurring the background
to make the person stand out. Initially, most researchers used the method [5] of image
segmentation to segment the foreground and background, and achieve the bokeh effect by
blurring the background. However, such methods do not take into account the distance of
the object from the camera. The acquisition of the bokeh-effect image is that the cameraman
adjusts the camera lens so that the object at a certain distance from the camera can be clearly
imaged; that is, objects within a certain distance before and after the focal plane are clearly
photographed, and objects at other distances are in a blurred state, and the farther away
from the focal plane, the more blurred the objects are.
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Therefore, if we want to render a natural camera bokeh effect, we need to know the
depth information of the objects in the image. At present, many depth cameras can obtain
depth information of images while taking pictures. Such cameras can be roughly divided
into three categories: binocular stereo vision, structured light, and time-of-flight. The image
captured by the depth camera contains depth information, but the image captured by the
ordinary camera does not. When rendering a normal image with the bokeh effect, we need
to first estimate the depth of the image.

In order to make the bokeh effect more in line with the effect captured by a natural
camera, we use the depth information to achieve it. In this paper, we propose a single-image
bokeh-effect-rendering method based on depth information. Our main innovations are
as follows:

(1) It is difficult to obtain image-depth data, but the model does not perform well when
the training data are limited. Therefore, we use the idea of style transfer to synthesize
images and increase the number of datasets.

(2) In order to better combine the relationship between image parts, we propose an
image-depth-estimation model based on Transformer.

(3) In order to meet the characteristics of the bokeh image—the further the object is
from the focal plane, the more blurred it is—we propose the image-background
subregion-blurring method. Different blur radii can be obtained by choosing different
focal planes, which makes the bokeh-rendering effect more diverse and does not
oversegment the objects, producing bokeh images with different effects.

2. Related Work
2.1. Image-Depth Estimation Based on Deep Learning

The Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) was first used in the field of image-depth
estimation by EIGEN et al. [6] in 2014. Compared to traditional methods, deep-learning
methods have higher accuracy in small occlusions, large occlusions, and even in the
absence of ground truth. In the following paper, we will categorize the different network
structures in terms of supervised and unsupervised learning and review the advantages
and disadvantages of different approaches.

Most CNN-based methods for image-depth estimation use multibranch parallel and
recursive skip-connected CNN network structures. In addition, many models add attention
modules or use multiple loss functions. The diagram of the model is shown in Figure 1.
The model proposed by EIGEN et al. in 2014 used two networks in parallel and then fused,
which was improved to three branches in parallel in 2015 [7]. The network proposed by
Li et al. [8] in 2017 used VGG [9] to form three branches and added skip connections, and
proposed a correlated image-level loss function with a regular term, which makes better use
of the augmented data, enhances the network generalization, and improves the estimation
accuracy. The method proposed by Kim [10] et al. in 2018 used a parallel structure of
two branches, where one branch dealt with the whole image to learn global features and
one branch dealt with the image block to learn local features. In 2018 Zhang [11] et al.
proposed a recursive hard-mining network (PHN), which uses a recursive skip-connected
structure, along with a hard-mining loss function focusing on locations where depth is
difficult to predict, added at multiple locations of the network. In 2021 Chen et al. proposed
an ACAN [12] network with a multibranch parallel structure and added content-attention
module. The idea of the GAN-based image-depth estimation method is that the generator
generates a depth map and the discriminator determines whether the depth map is true
or false. For example, in the method proposed by Islam [13] et al. in 2021, for the input
image and the depth map pair, the generator generates two fake depth maps, and then the
discriminator determines which of the three depth maps is the true image pair with the
input image.
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Figure 1. Diagram of the supervised CNN-based image-depth-estimation model. Conv stands for
convolutional layer.

All the above methods are supervised learning methods. The current unsupervised
learning methods are mainly divided into two types using stereo-image pairs [14,15] and
monocular-image sequences [16,17]. Stereo-image pairs are pairs of images taken from two
different locations for the same region, and monocular-image sequences are consecutive
multiframe images. Since this paper focuses on single images, the methods using stereo
pairs and monocular-image sequences will not be described in detail.

Researchers have also proposed many ideas for semi-supervised learning, using
synthetic images [18–20] or surface normals [21–23]. Most of the methods using synthetic
images use Generative Adversarial Network (GAN), which first generate a depth map of
synthetic images and use synthetic-image pairs in the training phase and real images in
the testing phase. The second method is to extract features from the image that are similar
to the depth information, such as surface normals, local tangent planes, etc., because the
image depth is constrained by the local tangent planes or surface normal of the points in
the image. Most of the methods in this category are to generate image-depth maps by using
the geometric relationship between depth and features.

In summary, supervised learning-based depth-estimation models have the highest
accuracy, but need to contain ground truth. Unsupervised learning methods establish
geometric constraints on the input image to predict the depth map without ground truth,
but generally require multiple images. Semi-supervised learning methods rely on more
readily available auxiliary features. All types of methods have shortcomings, and there is
still much room for improvement and development.

2.2. Bokeh-Effect Rendering

After obtaining the depth map of the image, we can successfully distinguish the
foreground and background of the image and obtain the bokeh effect by blurring the
background image. Some researchers use traditional image-blurring methods, e.g., linear
filtering, such as mean filtering, Gaussian filtering, and median filtering; or nonlinear
filtering, such as bilateral filtering.

The use of deep learning for bokeh-effect rendering was first applied to the processing
of portraits of people [5], where first CNN segments the portrait of people from the image
and then blurs the background uniformly. This method only considered the segmentation
of the foreground and did not take into account the actual depth of the object. Therefore,
there is another class of approaches for first acquiring the depth information of the image
and thus blurring the background [24], or directly using end-to-end networks to directly
learn to generate images with bokeh effects [25–27].

The method of uniform background blurring did not take into account the realism
of the bokeh effect, and the end-to-end method was limited by the distribution of the
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dataset. Therefore, this paper proposes a method that conforms to the natural camera
bokeh-rendering effect based on the characteristics of the image-background bokeh: the
foreground (focal plane) should be clear; the objects outside the focal plane are blurred;
and the farther the objects are from the focal plane, the more blurred they are.

3. Method

In this section, we will introduce the method of bokeh-effect rendering. The overview
of our system is shown in Figure 2. Firstly, the depth map is obtained by image-depth esti-
mation. The foreground target in the image to select the focal plane is then found, the blur
radius of different regions is calculated according to the depth map, and finally a refocused
image is generated that meets the human aesthetic and bokeh-effect characteristics.

Figure 2. The overview of the bokeh-effect-rendering system.

3.1. Image-Depth Estimation
3.1.1. Overall Pipeline

Image-depth estimation is to estimate the depth information of the object in the image
at the time of actual shooting based on the RGB image. The model uses the U-Net [28]
model structure which has excellent performance in the field of image segmentation. The
encoder is used to continuously reduce the image size to obtain a larger perceptual field, and
then the decoder is used to fuse the different scale features of the encoder to continuously
recover the image size and learn the depth of objects in the image. The model architecture
is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Architecture of image-depth estimation. The encoder is composed of Swin Transformer [29]
and the decoder consists of upsampling and convolutional layers.
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To be specific, the input image I ∈ RH×W×3 is given after the convolutional layer
to obtain shallow features F0 ∈ RH×W×C. Then, the feature map is halved in width and
height and doubled in feature channels for each Swin Transformer module, and the encoder
output FE ∈ R H

16×
W
16×4C. In the decoder part, the feature map is upsampled and fused with

features from different Swin Transformer layers. The small-sized feature FE is gradually
restored to a large-size FD ∈ R H

2 ×
W
2 ×2C. Finally, a convolution layer is applied to refined

features to generate the depth map D ∈ RH×W×1.

3.1.2. Image Synthesis

The acquisition of image-depth pairs is difficult, but the model does not perform
well with limited training data. Therefore, we use the image-style transfer [30] to obtain
synthetic images by using the image without depth map as the style image and the image
with depth map as the content image. The purpose of image synthesis is twofold; one is
to increase the amount of data, and the other is that we want the model to focus not only
on the color edges of objects in the image for depth estimation, but we want the model
to obtain the same depth information when estimating images with the same content but
different styles. Figure 4 shows the synthesized images: the first column is the original
image, the second and third columns are the synthesized images, and the fourth column is
the depth map.

Figure 4. Synthetic-image display. (a) Original image; (b) synthesized image; (c) synthesized image;
(d) depth map.

3.2. Bokeh-Effect Rendering

The bokeh effect is to bring the focus on the foreground object. To obtain a background
bokeh effect when shooting, we need to take a photo with a large-aperture lens by focusing
the camera on a selected area or object. When the camera parameters are not met or a
cluttered background image has been obtained, image processing can be used to obtain
it. The bokeh image obtained by means of image processing must be close to the image
obtained directly using shooting techniques. Therefore, several characteristics of image
bokeh must be satisfied when image processing: the foreground object (focal plane) should
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be clear; the object outside the focal plane should be blurred; and the further away from
the focal plane the object is, the more blurred it is.

3.2.1. Uniform Bokeh Effects

After image-depth estimation, we obtain the depth information of the objects in the
image. The distribution of pixels in the foreground and background is obtained by counting
the distribution of depth and setting the mask according to the foreground target as:

Mask(x, y) =
{

255, f oreground
0, background

(1)

By directly blurring the background image with Gaussian, different degrees of blurring
effect can be obtained by different blurring radii. The uniform bokeh effect with a strict
division between foreground and background is obtained by Equation (2).

out =
Mask
255

∗ image + (1− Mask
255

) ∗ Gblur(image) (2)

where image is the original image; Gblur(image) means to apply Gaussian blur to image,
calculated as:

Gblur(image) = image ∗ G(x, y, σ) (3)

where

G(x, y, σ) =
1

2πσ2 exp
[
− (x2 + y2)

2σ2

]
(4)

The boundary between the foreground and background of the bokeh image obtained
using Equation (2) is very obvious, and in order to make the boundary excessively smooth,
the foreground and background boundaries need to be blurred, calculated as:

out =
Gblur(Mask)

255
∗ image + [1− Gblur(Mask)

255
] ∗ Gblur(image) (5)

3.2.2. Natural Bokeh Effect

The bokeh image obtained using Equation (5) is a uniform bokeh effect, which does
not take into account the fact that objects in the background become more blurred the
farther they are from the focal plane. In order to acquire this effect, it is necessary to obtain
the position of the focal plane. In the field of photography, the sharpest point of the scene
image that the camera shoots is the focus; the main focus of the lens and a number of
subfocus points constitute the plane perpendicular to the main axis, called the focal plane.
In this paper, we define the focal plane as the plane in which the object that we want to
be clear among all objects in the image is located. After the image-depth estimation, each
pixel in the image will have a predicted depth value; in this paper, the depth value of the
center of mass of the focal plane represents the depth of the focal plane.

Let the depth of the center-of-mass position of the focal plane be:

D0 = D(x0, y0) (6)

Then the distance (the difference in the depth values) from the focal plane at any
position (x, y) in the image is:

Ddi f f = D(x, y)− D0 (7)

The background blur is performed using a variable-radius Gaussian blur centered
at the center of mass. Depending on the distance from the focal plane, the blur radius is
defined as:

R = kDdi f f (8)
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To ensure that objects are not oversegmented during background blurring, we use the
same Gaussian blurring radius for points in a certain depth range, and k-means is used for
clustering the depth range. For the same image, the clustering results are differently by
choosing different focal planes, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Different clustering results for the same image. (a) The first column shows the all-in-focus
image and depth map. (b) The second column shows the different focal planes. (c) The third column
shows the different clustering results.

The average depth is used as the basis for calculating the Gaussian blur radius for
each depth range, and the Gaussian blur radii used for different depth ranges are:

Ri = k ∗ Normalization(D(x, y)−

N
∑

i=1
Di

N
) (9)

where N is the number of pixels, Normlization(•) is the normalization process, and k is the
scale factor. The normalization process is calculated as:

Normalization(x) =
x− Xmin

Xmax − Xmin
(10)

where x is one value of the original dataset X. Xmax and Xmin are the maximum and
minimum values of the original dataset.

Using the mask idea of uniform bokeh effect, the natural bokeh effect can be obtained
by blurring the background of different depths with different Gaussian radii.

4. Experiments

In this section, we first evaluate the depth-estimation model, introduce the dataset
and evaluation metrics, then compare our method with other methods and show the
visualization results. Then, the process of bokeh rendering is analyzed in depth and the
results are presented.

4.1. Evaluation of Depth-Estimation Model
4.1.1. Depth-Estimation Dataset and Evaluation Metrics

In this paper, we trained on KITTI [31], NYU depth V2 [32] and their synthetic datasets,
and also tested on Make3D [33] dataset containing other real-world scenes in order to verify
the generalization ability of the model. KITTI is the most common dataset with 93,000 pairs
of images, all captured by a car carrying four high-resolution RGB cameras, two grayscale
cameras, and a laser scanner with a maximum depth distance of 120 m. The NYU depth V2
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dataset contains 1449 pairs of images, obtained from RGB cameras and Microsoft Kinect
depth cameras, collecting RGB images and depth information for 464 different indoor scenes
with a depth range of 0.5–10 m. The Make3D dataset was built by Stanford University and
contains 534 pairs of images captured as daytime urban and natural landscape images.

The evaluation metrics of image-depth-estimation models are divided into two cat-
egories: error and accuracy. We used the same evaluation metrics as in [6]. The smaller
the error the better, and the greater the accuracy (acc) the better. The errors include ab-
solute relative error (abs.rel), mean-square relative error (sq.rel), root-mean-square error
(RMSE), and logarithmic root-mean-square error (log RMSE). These metrics are calculated
as follows:

acc : % o f di s.t. max(
di

dGT
i

,
dGT

i
di

) = δ < thr (11)

abs.rel :
1
N ∑

i∈N

di − dGT
i

dGT
i

(12)

sq.rel :
1
N ∑

i∈N

∥∥di − dGT
i

∥∥2

dGT
i

(13)

RMSE :

√
1
N ∑

i∈N

∥∥di − dGT
i

∥∥2 (14)

log RMSE :

√
1
N ∑

i∈N

∥∥log(di)− log(dGT
i )
∥∥2 (15)

where di is the predicted value, dGT
i is the true value, N is the number of pixels, and thr is

the threshold, thr = 1.25m, m = 1, 2, 3.

4.1.2. Performance Evaluation

We compared the method proposed in this paper with ten existing models, includ-
ing Eigen [6], Godard [34], PHN [11], T2Net [19], Xu [35], Pilzer [36], GASDA [18],
SharinGAN [20], AgFU-Net [14], and EESP [37]. Table 1 shows the performance results of
the model proposed in this paper with the other models in the KITTI dataset, and Table 2
shows the performance results of the model on the NYU depth V2 dataset. The comparison
shows that the depth-estimation model proposed in this paper performs well in both the
evaluation metrics of error analysis and accuracy analysis. CNN and GAN are model
structures that have been performing well in the image domain, and other methods adopt
them as model bases. The results of the comparison with other models fully illustrate the
feasibility of Transformer and CNN fusion used in image-depth-estimation tasks.

Table 1. Comparison between our method and other methods on the KITTI dataset.

Models
Error Accuracy

abs.rel sq.rel RMSE logRMSE <1.25 <1.252 <1.253

Eigen 0.203 1.548 6.307 0.282 0.702 0.890 0.959
Godard 0.148 1.344 5.927 0.247 0.803 0.922 0.964

PHN 0.136 - 4.082 0.164 0.864 0.966 0.989
T2Net 0.168 1.119 4.674 0.243 0.772 0.912 0.996

Xu 0.132 0.911 - 0.162 0.804 0.945 0.981
Pilzer 0.142 1.123 5.785 0.239 0.795 0.924 0.968

GASDA 0.149 1.003 4.995 0.227 0.824 0.941 0.973
SharinGAN 0.109 0.673 3.770 0.190 0.864 0.954 0.981
AgFU-Net 0.1190 0.9219 5.033 0.211 0.851 0.947 0.977

EESP 0.1196 0.889 4.329 0.192 0.865 0.943 0.989
Ours 0.119 0.899 4.349 0.189 0.966 0.944 0.988
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Table 2. Comparison between our method and other methods on the NYU depth V2 dataset.

Models
Error Accuracy

abs.rel sq.rel RMSE logRMSE <1.25 <1.252 <1.253

Eigen 0.215 0.212 0.907 0.285 0.611 0.887 0.971
PHN 0.169 - 0.573 - 0.785 0.943 0.981
T2Net 0.257 0.281 0.915 0.305 0.540 0.832 0.946

Xu 0.163 - 0.655 - 0.706 0.925 0.981
Ours 0.165 0.188 0.605 0.179 0.788 0.934 0.980

In order to verify the generalization ability of the models, we trained on the KITTI
dataset and tested on the Make3D dataset. Table 3 shows the test results of some models
on the Make3D dataset, where the Godard, T2Net, GASDA, and SharinGAN models use
training sets that are not the Make3D dataset. Although the distributions of the KITTI
dataset and the Make3D dataset are very different, the results show that the model still
performs well on the Make3D dataset, which fully illustrates the feasibility of the model
design and the strong generalization ability of the model. The experimental results show
that the models with the same distribution of training and test datasets have much better
results than those with different distributions, which illustrates the importance of uniform
distribution of training and test data and the necessity of designing more general models.

Table 3. Comparison between our method and other methods on the Make3D dataset. T means that
the training set is Make3D.

Models Training Set
Error

abs.rel sq.rel RMSE

PHN T 0.179 - 4.32
Xu T 0.174 - 4.27

Godard F 0.398 4.723 7.801
T2Net F 0.508 6.589 8.935

GASDA F 0.403 6.709 10.424
SharinGAN F 0.377 4.900 8.388

Ours F 0.389 4.922 8.389

4.2. Image-Depth-Estimation Visualization

To visually demonstrate the performance of the image-depth-estimation model, we
selected photos taken daily for image-depth estimation and visualized the depth map, as
shown in Figure 6. The image on the right is the visualization result of the depth estimation
of the RGB image on the left.

The results in Figure 6 show that the depth model can clearly distinguish the fore-
ground and background, providing the possibility of rendering the image bokeh effect.

4.3. Visualization of Bokeh Effect

The uniform bokeh effect can clearly highlight the foreground object. The bokeh effect
obtained by Equation (2) has a clear boundary between the foreground and the background,
and the visualization effect is shown in Figure 7a, while the effect of Equation (3) to smooth
the boundary is shown in Figure 7b. Figure 7 shows the uniform bokeh effect with different
blurring degrees.
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Figure 6. Image-depth-estimation visualization. (a) original image; (b) depth map; (c) original image;
(d) depth map.

Figure 7. Uniform bokeh effect with Gaussian blur radius of 10, 15 and 20. (a) Uniform bokeh effect;
(b) Uniform bokeh effect with smooth border.

The uniform bokeh effect only highlights the foreground object clearly, but it differs
greatly from the real shot. A bokeh effect that conforms to the characteristic that objects
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in the background become more blurred the farther they are from the focal plane not
only highlights the foreground objects clearly, but also gradually increases the blurring
effect from near to far, making the aesthetic quality of the image higher. Figure 8 shows
the comparison between the uniform bokeh effect and the natural bokeh effect, and the
intermediate process results. In order to make the blurring degree similar, the Gaussian
blurring radius of the uniform bokeh effect is the same as the scale factor of the natural
bokeh effect, which is taken as k = 15.

Figure 8. Comparison between the uniform bokeh effect and the natural bokeh effect, and the
intermediate process results. (a) All-in-focus image; (b) depth map; (c) clustering result; (d) uniform
bokeh; (e) natural bokeh.

The focal planes selected for the bokeh effect shown in Figure 8 are all objects in the
middle of the image. When there are multiple main objects in the image, we can obtain
different bokeh effect images by selecting different focal planes, as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Bokeh images of different focal planes. (a) All-in-focus image; (b) focal planes 1; (c) bokeh
image; (d) focal planes 2; (e) bokeh image.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a method for single-image depth estimation, compared it
with other methods, and tested it on photos taken by phone. We also proposed a method
for rendering a natural bokeh effect based on k-means clustering, which can obtain images
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that are more consistent with the characteristics of the bokeh effect and satisfy the feature
that objects are blurred the farther away they are from the focal plane. Our method can
generate different bokeh images by choosing different focal planes. Since image-depth
estimation and bokeh-effect rendering are independent of each other, the bokeh image will
be more in line with the natural bokeh effect as the accuracy of the image-depth-estimation
model becomes better and better.
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